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For over two decades, the issue of dividend has
been one of the most controversial topics in the
subjecr or corporate Tinance. Two screams of
contradictory theories have co-existed since the late
fifties, and research effort so far has not been able
to settle the divergent arguments_
One school or triought is associated with Merton
Miller and Franco Modigliani, and it holds that
investors are basically indifferent to returns in the
form of dividends or capital gains, and so the amount
of dividend paid by a company is irrelevant to the
investors1. The other school is associated with
Myron Gordon and John Lintner, and it holds that the
capital gains expected to result from earnings
1 An outline of the arguments are presented in
Chapter Two.
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retention are riskier than are dividend expectations,
and so the earnings of a firm with a low payout ratio
are typically capitalized at higher rates than the
earnings of a high payout firm- Thus dividend policies
may affect shareholders' evaluation of the firml_
Despite the unsettled controversy over the
relevancy of dividend- corporate managers have to make
dividend decisions once, twice or even more times each
year, and each dividend decision has very important
bearings on the entire operation of the firm- It
determines the extent of internal financing by a firm,
and affects such areas as the financial structure, the
flow of funds, and corporate liquidity, just to name a
few- It is clearly an important part of a financial
manager's job, and a better understanding of the issue
can contribute to better performance of the financial
manager as well as the company-
While there has been a fairly large volume of
research on dividend policies in other countries, so
far very few studies on dividend have been conducted
on Hong Kong companies- The very special business
An outline of the arguments are presented
in Chapter Two
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environment of Hong Kong, including the near perfect
market conditions and the short-term orientation of
most investors, makes it very difficult and
inappropriate to generalize the research findings of
other countries to Hong Kong_ The latest research on
dividend on Hong Kong companies was one by Au Kwok
Han, and the research, like most of the earlier
research in this area, was basically a
regression/correlation analysis of historical data on
a hypothesised relationship-_
Against this background, it is felt that a
research on the dividend policies of Hong Kong
companies is needed and justified- Moreover, it is
believed that a study based on interview and
questionnaire surveys will provide valuable knowledge
and insight into the subject to supplement the
existing literature which has been over-concentrating
on econometric and statistical regression analysis-
In consideration of the limitations in time and
resources available for the research, the scope is
limited to the following issues: a) what is the
general pattern of dividend payments, b) what are the
major factors affecting dividend decisions of the
I See Chapter Two for an outline of the findings-
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companies, and c) does the importance which companies
attach to satisfying the expectations of investors in
making dividend decisions matches the importance which
investors attach to dividends in evaluating stocks as
investment targets?
Basic Methodology
The research was an attempt to collect information
through several different means, and compare and
contrast the findings with the objective of generating
new knowledge and insight into the issue of dividend
in the context of Hong Kong companies- An interview
survey was conducted, and two questionnaires were
issued, and the information collected from these
sources was supplemented by data gathered from
secondary sources- The data were analysed by simple
statistics techniques such as mean, mode and standard
deviation-
organization_of_the_Study
This Chapter outlines the scope and significance
of the study and the basic methodology used- Chapter
Two will present a review of past literature on the
subject, including major research work in other
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countries and one recent study on Hong Kong companies-
Research methodology of the study, including data
sources, survey design and samples, method of data
analysis, will be discussed in Chapter Three- Chapter
Four will present an analysis of the dividend pattern
of a sample of Hong Kong companies during the past ten
years based on published information- Findings from
the interview survey and the two questionnaire surveys
will be discussed in Chapter Five- In Chapter Six, the
conclusions of the study will be presented, together
with a discussion on the limitations of the present
study and suggestions for future research-
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF PAST RESEARCH
Introduction
This chapter presents a discussion on previous
research on dividend policy- The model of Miller and
Modigliani is first outlined to show the main
theoretical foundation of the irrelevance school of
dividend policy- The work of Gordon and Lintner is
then presented to highlight major evidence and
arguments forwarded by those who believe dividend
matters- The application of two new theories of choice
behavior to explain investors' preference in cash
dividends by Shefrin and Statman is also summarized-
The last section of the chapter presents major
findings from a recent study on dividend policy in
Hong Kong_
Miller _and_Madigliani-
Miller and Modigliani developed a model to test on
theoretical grounds if there is an optimum dividend
payout ratio or range of ratios that maximizes the
Miller, M_H_ and Modigliani, F_ Dividend Policy,
Growth and Valuation of Shares- is Journal of
Business, October 1961
current worth of the shares. In their basic model
three basic assumptions were used. These were perfect
capital markets, rational behavior, and perfect
certainty. Miller and Modigliani defined the three
assumptions as follows:
1. In 'perfect capital markets', no buyer or
seller (or issuer) of securities is large
enough for his transactions to have an
appreciable impact on the then ruling price.
All traders have equal and costless access to
information about the ruling price and about
all other relevant characteristics of shares.
No brokerage fees, transaction costs are
incurred when securities are bought, sold, or
issued, and there are no tax differentials
either between distributed and undistributed
profits or between dividends and capital
gains.
2. 'Rational behavior' means that investors
always prefer more wealth to less and are
indifferent as to whether a given increment
to their wealth takes the form of cash
payments or an increase in the market value
of their holdings of shares.
3. 'Perfect certainty' implies complete
assurance on the part, of every investor as to
the future investment program and the future
profits of every corporation.1
Based on the above, Miller cind Modigliani derived
the following relationship:
where V(t)= market value of the firm in period t.
V(t+1)= market value of the firm in period
t+1
pit)= rate of return in period t:
X(t)= firm's total net profit, in period t
I(t)= firm's investment or increase in its
holding of physical assets in period
1 Miller, M.H. and Modigliani, F., Ibid.,p. 412
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Since dividend does not appear in the
relationship, and X(t), I(t) and V(t+i) are all
independent of dividend, Miller and Modigliani
concluded that the current value of a firm must be
independent of the current dividend decision, and so,
given a firm's investment policy, the dividend payout
policy it chooses to follow will affect neither the
current price of its shares nor the total return to
its shareholders-1
Miller and Modigliani further extended their model
by dropping the assumption of certainty and maintained
their earlier result that the value of the firm
must----- be independent of dividend policy given
investment policy-2 Miller and Modigliani also
discussed the existence of transaction cost as a
departure from the perfect capital market assumption,
but argued that due to the clientele effect, such
imperfections are at best only necessary but not
sufficient conditions for certain payout policies to
command a permanent premium in the market-3
1 Miller, M_H_ and Modigliani, F_, Ibid_, p_ 414-
2 Miller, M_H_ and Modigliani, F_, Ibid_, p_ 430-
3 Miller, M_H_ and Modigliani, F_, Ibid_, p_ 431_
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Gordon
Gordon developed a model to test three possible
hypothese with respect to what an investor pays for
when he acquires a share of common stock that he is
buying- The three hypotheses tested were:
(a) the investor pays for both the dividends and
the earnings
(b) he pays for the dividends and
(c) he pays for the earnings-
Gordon tested his hypotheses with the price,
dividend, and earnings data of a sample of
corporations as of a point in time- Results of
Gordon's analysis indicated that the dividend
hypothesis is correct regardless of whether the
earnings hypothesis is correct. Gordon suggested two
assumptions upon which explanation for the test
results could be based- These were:
(1} The rate at which a future payment is
discounted increases whith its
uncertainty and
(2) the uncertainty of a future payment
increases with the time in the future at
which it will be received-2
1 Gordon, M.J. Dividends, Earnings and Stock
Prices ReviewofEconomicsandStatistic., May
1959-
2 Gordon, M.J., Ibid, p_103.
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Gordon argued that the rate of profit at which a
stream of expected payments is discounted is really an
average of rates, each weighted by the size of the
payment- It follows that the larger the distant
payment relative to the near payments, the higher the
average rate that equates the stream of payments with
the price, the latter obtained by discounting each
future payment at its appropriate rate- As the
relative size of the distant payments varies with the
rate of growth, given the current earnings, the rate
of profit required on a share will increase with the
fraction of income retained- Therefore, a firm which
retains earnings with the implicit promise of higher
future dividends will find that investors discount
those future dividends at a greater rate than current
dividends- If the required rate of return rises
proportionately more than increased dividend
expectations, the share price will fall- Gordon
therefore asserted that dividend policy will affect
shareholders' wealth-
Linter 1
Lintner attempted to identify the determinants of
1 Linter, J_ Distribution of Incomes of
Corporations among Dividends, Retained Earnings,
and Taxes- is American Economic eview, May 1956-
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corporate dividend policy in a study in which he first
interviewed top management officials of major
industrial corporations, then theorized his findings
into an equation to explain the firm's dividend
decision, which was tested against empirical data-
His findings indicated that dividends represented
the primary and active variable in the firm's decision
making process, and in contrast, savings in a given
period generally was largely a by-product of the
dividend decision-
Lintner's model can be summarized in the following
equation:
where dividends of the current year
minus dividends of the previous
year
a constant
speed of adjustment coefficient
target payout ratio
current year's profits after
taxes
last year's dividend payment
error term
The equation states that the change in cash
dividends paid for a company is equal to a constant
plus a speed of adjustment factor times the difference
of two values, the first one is the product of the
target payout ratio and current year's
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profit, and the second one is the previous year's
dividends, plus an error term
Results of Lintner's statistical analysis of
empirical data indicated that the equation produces
highly significant regression coefficients and was
quite accurate in explaining dividend behavior of the
tested companies-
Shefrin and Statman1
Shefrin and Statman applied two new theories of
choice behavior, namely the theory of self-control due
to Thaler and Shefrin2 and the version of prospect
theory set out by Kahneman and Tversky3, to explain
the tendency of investors to favour cash dividends-
One key point established from these two theories was
that capital gains and dividends are not perfect
substitutes even in the absence of taxes and
transaction costs
The theory of self-control is built on the
I Shefrin, H.M. and Statman, M Explaining
Investor Preference for Cash Dividends- Journal
of Financial Economics, June 1984
2 Thaler, R. and Shefrin, H "An Economic Theory of
Self-Control" Journal ofPoliticlEconomy,, 1981-
3 Kahneman, D. and Tversky, A Prospect Theory=an
Analysis of Decision under Risk Econometrica,
1979
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principle-agent framework. The principle is the
individual's internal planner who expresses
consistent long-run preferences- Responsibilities for
carrying out the individual's date t action lies not
with the planner but with an agent (the date t doer)
who is also internalised, and who is assumed to have
an urge for immediate gratification- Thaler and
Shefrin assumed that the planner will need to
manipulate the doer's opportunities to exert influence
over the doer's action for self-control purposes- In
the context of corporate dividend, the theory suggests
that an individual who wishes to safeguard long-run
wealth against a compulsion for immediate
gratification might employ a rule that prohibits
spending from capital, and so allowing current
consumption to be determined by the dividend payout
from his stock portfolio- Though such a rule imposes
unnecessary constraints when viewed from standard
financial theory, it is in the individual's interest
because such a rule stops the doer, or effectively the
desire for immediate gratification, from gaining
access to the capital- Because of the self-control
difficulties, allowing oneself the discretion of
selling shares for current consumption may cause the
portfolio to be consumed more quickly than is
consistent with one's long-term goals- Thus, in a
self-control framework, the sale of stock does
14
not serve as a perfect substitute for increased
dividends-
The prospect theory emphasises the importance of
form, in contrast to the standard financial theory
which considered wealth embodied in the form of cash
dividends or in the form of stocks as perfect
substitutes- The theory postulates that individuals
typically:
1. display risk-averse behavior over gambles
which involve only gains
2_ display risk-seeking behavior over gambles
which involve only losses and
3_ have losses loom larger than gains in those
gambles which admit the possibilities of
either a gain or loss of equal magnitude-
The theory further hypothesises that regret
associated with failures to act is often less intense
than the regret associated with the failure of an
action- With the above framework, Thaler demonstrated
that a rule like finance consumption out of
dividends, not capital can perform the function of
reducing potential regret, in addition to
self-control- Thus regret aversion can induce a
preference for dividends through such rules, and so
the argument that dividends and capital are perfect
15
substitutes in the absence of taxes and transaction
cost may not hold-
Summary_of Theor ies
Previous sections cover the results of several
major research works in the field of corporate
dividend policies, and their arguements can be
summarized below:-
a) Miller and Modigliani proved that dividend
does not enter into the stock evaluation
equation under perfect market conditions-
b} Gordon showed that as uncertainty of a future
payment increases with time, the pattern of
dividend payments affects the discount rate
and therefore the value of a stock-
c) Linter theorized and verified from empirical
data that dividend represents an active
variable in a firm's decision-making process,
and is largely governed by a target payout
ratio and a speed of adjustment coefficient-
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d Shefrin and Statman argued that investors
does not behave in a rational manner as
assumed by earlier researchers, and the
desire for self-control. and risk aversion
makes capital appreciation a bad substitute
for dividends in most cases-
Emeirica1_Study on Hong Kong Companies
The latest research on dividend policy of Hong
Kong companies was a study by Aul_ The study was
essentially based on data obtained from companies'
annual reports, and statistics was fitted into two
equations, one describing factors influencing dividend
decisions, the other on factors influencing investment
decisions- Major findings relevant to the present
study are listed below:
(a) only eight companies, out of a total of 33
companies covered in the study, have stable
dividend payout ratios
(b) utilities companies tend to have more stable
dividend payout ratios compared to companies
in other sectors and
1 Au, K_H_ A Study of the Dividend Decision and
Investment Decision of a Sample of Hong Kong
Corporations- Hong Kong University, 1982
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(C) 13- companies have dividend pattern consistent
with the Lintner's model, i_e_ dividends
correlate with lagged dividends and current
profits- However, out of these 13 companies,
only three had stable dividend payout ratios-
However, as Au admitted in his research report,
the study was subject to a number of major limitations





The study attempts to investigate into the subject
matter from several perspectives- Information from
several different sources were employed-
Indepth interviews were conducted, two
questionnaires were issued, and the information
obtained was supplemented by data collected from
secondary sources- The entire data collection exercise
was carried out during February to April of 1985_
Period _covered_in_the_Study_
The period 1973 to 1983 was covered in the study-
This period was selected as it included the two
historic highs in Hang Seng Index, i_e_ 1,774-96
recorded in 1973 and 1,010-20 recorded in 19181-
Originally, the year 1984 was also covered, it was
subsequently abandoned because published reports of
some of the companies selected under the study for
this year were not yet available- Interview and
19
questionnaire survey findings represent the current
positions of the companies
Sources of_Secorscadry_Data
Financial data of the listed companies were
obtained from published reports of various stock
exchanges- Data on the economy were extracted from
various government publications- Information from
other sources such as annual reports of individual
companies, newspaper reports, etc_ were also employed-
Interview Survey
A total of ten indepth interviews were conducted
with chief executives of listed companies, security
analysts, merchant bankers and stockbrokers- Since
different people with different personal and company
background may have very diverse perspective on the
subject matter, these interviews were not structured,
and the interviewer conducted the interviews in such a
way to encourage the interviewees freely expressed his
views and experience on the subject matter- These
interviewees were selected mainly on their willingness
to participate in the survey, but effort was made to
ensure a broad coverage of background and experience
as far as possible-
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Questionnaire_Survey_of_Listed_Campenie
A questionnaire exploring the management's
perspective of factors affecting dividend decisions
was issued to a sample of listed companies- The sample
was based on the official record of listed companies
maintained by the Karn Ngar, Stock Exchange with two
adjustments- First, those listed companies with their
stocks being currently suspended trading on the local
exchanges were excluded- Second, for group companies
only the holding company was selected- The final
sample included 178 companies covering various
business sectors- The questionnaires were mailed to
the target companies with self addressed and stamped
return-mail envelops-
Questionnaire_Survey_ot_Indlvldual Investors
A questionnaire looking into factors influencing
investors' evaluation of shares was issued to students
in three different classes of the Three Year MBA
Programme of The Chinese University of Hong Kong_ A
total of 55 questionnaires were issued- The sample was
not intended to be a representative sample of all
individual investors, instead, due to the limitation
of resources, and the consideration that much
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valuable information has already been collected from
other sources, the survey of individual investors only
attempted to cover one particular class of investors-
The questionnaires were distributed to the target
respondents during their evening class at the Town
Centre of the Chinese University-
Data Analysis
Data collected from the two questionnaire surveys
were compiled using basic statistical techniques such
as mean, mode and standard deviation- Taking into
account the nature of the data and the approach of the
study, more sophisticated statistical methods were
considered inappropriate in the exercise- Information




DIVIDEND PATTERN OF HONG KONG COMPANIES
IN THE PAST TEN YEARS
Introduction
In this Chapter, the overall pattern of dividend
paid by Hong Kong companies during the period 1973-
1983 is examined- Though individual companies can have
very different philosophy in their dividend decision,
there may be some common elements in this decision
making process of different companies, and there may
be some factors which influence dividend payments in
the same direction for a large proportion of the
companies- As such, there will be some observable
pattern in the dividend payment of companies at the
aggregate level-
It is considered too resource consuming to examine
the aggregate dividend pattern of all listed companies
in Hong Kong_ Moreover, the different time of listing
of the companies during the reference period renders
it not feasible to include every
23
listed company in the study- The study is therefore
narrowed down to a selected sample of listed companies
in Hong Kong_
The Hang Seng Index Constituent Stocks as a group
was selected in this study of overall dividend pattern
of Hong Kong listed-companies. The sample is
considered representative of all listed companies in
Hong Kong, as the objective behind the construction of
the Hang Seng Index is to provide an index
representative of all listed companies- However, out
of the 33 stocks included in the Hang Seng Index, five
companies were listed in the local stock exchanges
after 1973_ To ensure comparability of the statistics
over time, these five companies were dropped from the
calculations, and the sample consisted of 28
Constituent Stocks of the Hang Seng Index which were
listed on or before 1973_
In the following section, the overall trend in the
aggregate dividend is examined- The pattern is then
compared to the trends in profits and other economic
indicators in Hong Kong- In the final section, the
dividend pattern of individual companies is classified
into three commonly suggested dividend policy
categories-
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Pattern of Agreate Dividend and Aggregate Profit
The pattern and trend of the aggregate dividend
and profit for the 28 companies are shown in Table
4-1- It can be observed that aggregate dividend
exhibited unabated growth from 1973 to 1982, averaging
23% per annum- In 1983, there was a decline of 19%-
Aggregate profit, on the other hand, increased
continuously from 1973 to 1981, at an average rate of
,1% per annum, but declined in 1'82 and 1983 by 25%
and 27% respectively-
The dividend payout ratio, which can be used to
gauge the relative movement of aggregate dividend and
aggregate profit, showed three different phases during
the period studied- From 1973 to 1976, the ratio was
stable at around 57% to 58%_ It began to decline in
1977, and bottomed in 1980 at 33%_ The ratio then
started to climb for three consecutive years, reaching
a high level of 64% in 1983_
The relationship between the growth in dividend
and the growth in profit is analysed in Table 4.2_
Take the nominal dividend growth first- During the
period 1974 to 1983, positive growth in dividend was




AND ECONOMIC INDICATORS 1973-1983
1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1973 1979 1980 1981 1932 1933
Aggregate Profit
After tax*($m) 1692 1901 1996 2385 3016 3846 5647 12758 14453 10070 7926
Profit Nominal
12.4 5.0 19.5 26.5 27.5 46.8 125.9 13.3 -24.7 -27.1Growth(%)
Profit Real Growth
-1.7 4.5 15.6 19.6 20.4 31.5 95.6 -1.8 -31.9 -33.7(%)
Aggregate
Dividend* ($m 966 1102 1157 1353 1609 2002 2562 4208 5472 6254 5088
Dividend Nominal
14.1 5.0 16.9 18.9 24.4 28.0 64.2 30.0 14.3 -18.6Growth (%)
Dividend Real
-0.3 4.5 13.1 12.4 17.5 14.7 42.2 12.7 3.3 -23.5Growth (%)
Dividend Payou
Ratio (%) 57 58 58 57 53 52 45 33 38 57 64
GDP Real Growth (%) 12.7 2.2 0.2 17.1 12.5 9.5 11.7 11.0 9.4 2.9 5.1
Hang Seng Index 786 305 301 420 425 527 620 1121 1507 1106 933
Inflation Rate (%) 18.2 14.4 0.5 3.4 5.8 5.9 11.6 15.5 15.4 10.6 9.9
*Total of 28 Hang Seng Index Constituent Stocks as at 1 January 1985 which were
listed on or before 1973.
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TABLE 4.2
COMPARISON OF PROFIT AND DIVIDEND GROWTH
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983
Nominal
Profit growth P P P P P P P P N N
Dividend growth P P P P P P P P P N
Change in profit
growth rate - D I I I I I D D D
Change in dividend
growth rate - D I I I I I D D D
Dividend growth
compared with
profit growth H E L L L L L H H H
Real
Profit growth N P P P P P P N N N
Dividend growth N P P P P P P P P N
Change in profit
growth rate - I I I I I I D D D
Change in dividend
growth rate - I I D I D I D D D
Dividend growth
compared with





H= Dividend growth higher than profit growth
L: Dividend growth lower than profit growth
E= Dividend growth equal to profit growth
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profit growth, a similar pattern was observed except
that there were two years with negative growth in
profit- 1982 and 1983. Next, take the nominal rate of
dividend growth, which declined in 1975, then
increased for five consecutive years from 1176 to
1980, and then decreased in the three years 1981 to
1983- This pattern matched exactly the pattern of the
change in profit growth rate
A third indicator is the relationship between the
growth rate of dividend compared with that of profit
Table 4.2 shows that for the period 1976 to 1980
dividend growth was higher than profit growth,
whereas, for the years 1974, 11981, 1982 and 19833
dividend growth was lower than profit growth, and in
1975 dividend growth was equal to profit growth
Comparing this with the change in profit growth rate,
the years when dividend growth was higher than profit
growth coincided wtih the years when profit growth was
increasing, and the years when dividend growth was
lower than or equal to profit growth also coincided
with the years when profit growth rate was decreasing-
The same exercise can be repeated for real growth
of dividend and profit Comparing dividend growth with
profit growth, again, for the years 1975 to
28
1980, when profit growth was positive, dividend also
showed positive growth, and for the remaining five
years when profit growth was negative, dividend only
declined for two years, and in 1981 and 1902, dividend
showed positive growth when profit dropped- For the
change in real growth in dividend compared with that
in profit, the two patterns did not match exactly as
they were in nominal terms- From 1975 to 1900, when
real growth in profit was increasing, real growth in
dividend showed both ups and downs, though for the
years 1981 to 1983, both growth rates declined at the
same time.. The comparison of dividend growth with
profit growth showed a trend identical with the trend
in nominal terms it also correlated well with the
pattern of change in profit growth- In the years when
profit growth was increasing, dividend growth was
lower than profit growth, and in years when profit was
declining, dividend growth was higher than profit
growth-
To sum up, two significant patterns can be
observed from the above analysis- The first one is
that dividend increased in years when profit
increased, and dividend did not always decrease when
profit decreased The second observation is that
dividend increased at a slower rate than profit in
years when profit was increasing at an accelerated
29
rate, and dividend increased at a higher rate than
profit or decreased at a lower rate than profit in
years when profit was decreasing at an accelerated
rate- The first pattern is in line with the common
argument that dividend increases when there is
increases in profit, but when there is declines in
profit, companies are reluctant to reduce the
dividend- The second pattern suggests that dividends
tend to change at a slower rate than profit- This
inertia conforms with Lintner's assertion that
companies only adjust their dividend partially to
changes in profit in a particular year-
Correlation with EconomicIndicators
The lower half of Table 4.1 shows the trend of
several key economic indicators in Hong Kong during
the studied period- In terms of GDP real growth, the
eleven years covered can be divided into two
categories: 1974, 1975, 1982 and 1983 were low growth
remaining seven years were high growth years with
rates at 9.4X or higher- The Hang Seng Index showed
pattern consistent with that of the GDP, with the
years 1974, 1975, 1982 and 1983 recorded declines in
the index value, whereas for the other seven years,
there were increases in the index value- The trend of
years, with the rate of growth at 5.1X or below the
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inflation also exhibited a pattern more or less
conforming to those of the other two indicators
mentioned, with the inflation rates in 1974, 1975,
1982 and 1983 declined compared with the immediately
preceeding year..
Bringing together the pattern of dividend and that
of the economic indicators, it can be observed that
dividend payout ratio was maintained at a level during
the down trend and the initial recovery period of the
economy, corresponding to 1973 to 1976_ In the 1977 to
1981 period, when the economy was on an upward trend,
dividend payout-ratio recorded continuous declines
(the ratio for 1981 was higher than that for 19:30 but
was much lower than that for 1979)_ In 1982 and 1983,
dividend payout ratio moved up sharply against a
downfall in economic activities- Assuming the stable
payout ratio in 1973 to 1976 to be a natural position,
the sharp declines in payout ratio during the 1977 to
1981 period may be explained by two factors: firstly,
the rapid growth of the economy and business in this
period required the companies to retain more profit
for investment purposes, and secondly, the accelerated
inflation rate renders it necessary to retain more
cash in the companies for replacement of plant and
machinery, since the provision for depreciation based
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on historical cost is not adequate for replacement
purposes when there is high inflation- The same
arguements put in the reverse direction may be applied
to explain the increasing dividend payout ratio during
1982 and 1983 when inflation was declining and
economic activities was slowing down-
Dividend Pattern of Individual Companies
In this section, the dividend pattern of the 28
Constituent Stocks of the Hang Seng Index is examined
individually and grouped under three commonly
suggested dividend policy categories of companies-
These policy categories are:
a) Stable/Increasing dollor amount per share
b) Constant payout ratio
c) Regular dividend plus extra
The results are summarized in Table 4-3- Of the 2,3
companies studied, 20 companies, or 71%, showed a
pattern of stable or increasing dollar amount per
share- Stocks with dividend pattern of constant payout
ratio accounted for 7 companies, or 25% of the total,
and stocks with dividend pattern of regular dividend
plus extra represented 4 companies, or 14%-
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TABLE 4.3
DIVIDEND PATTERN OF SELECTED CONSTITUENT STOCKS
OF HANG SENG INDEX
Finance Utilities Proper tie Commerce Total
Industry
No. of Stocks Selected 4 6 12 28
No. of Stocks with Dividend
Policy of Stable/Increasing
Dollar Amount per Share 2 5 5 8 20
No. of Stocks with Dividend
Policy of Constant Payout Ratio 2 3 1 1 7
No. of Stocks with Dividend
Policy of Low Regular Dividend
plus Extras 1 0 3 3 4
No Pattern Identified 0 0 1 4 5
The sample consists of 28 Hang Seng Index Constituent Stocks as at 1 January 19:35
which were listed on or before 1973.
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only five stocks exhibited none of the three dividend
policies listed
Breaking down the distribution into sectors of
Finance, Utilities, Properties and Commerce and
Industry, all four sectors are found to have most of
their stocks having the policy of stable/increasing
dollar amount per share and constant payout ratio
However, looking at the second most commonly used
dividend policy, different sectors showed different
patterns- The finance and utility sectors had more
stocks with constant payout ratio Property stocks
showed a different pattern, with more stocks using low
regular plus extra- Commerce and Industry had more
stocks with none of the three policies
It can be concluded from the above that most
listed companies in Hong Kong had some sort of pattern
in their dividend payments, although whether they were
the results of consciously selected policies remains
to be proved- The differences in the distribution
among the four broad business sectors may be
indicative of the nature and characteristics of their
business- For example, utility and finance entities
have more stable market environment and are usually
more able to plan farther ahead, and so it is
reasonable that more companies in these two sectors
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can maintain stable dividend payout ratios- Property
companies, on the other hand, faces much more volatile
business environment In fact there was very wide
fluctuation in their business during the period
studied Therefore, it is natural that more of the
stocks in this sector maintained the policy of low
regular dividend plus extra, so that fluctuations in
profit can be at least partially absorbed by the
extras, leaving a more stable trend in the regular
dividend payment
Summary of Findings
Major results of the analysis in this Chapter are
summarized in the following:
1) Companies increase dividend when profit increases
2) Companies do not always reduce dividend when
profit decreases
3) Companies change dividend in the same direction as
profit but at a slower rate
4) Companies take into consideration of factors like
business prospects and inflation rate when making
decisions on dividends
5) Most companies maintain a dividend pattern with
stable or increasingg dollar amount per share and
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6)Companies in different sectors tend to exhibit
different dividend patterns which are consistent
with their business nature and characteristics-
As the above findings indicate, companies in Hong
Kong generally exhibit some pattern in their dividend
payments, and the pattern apparently suggest that, on
the one hand, companies try to maintain a steady and
non-decreasing dividend stream as far as possible, and
on the other hand, companies do show different degree
of deviations from the desired pattern, and the
pattern of deviation can be explained to a large
extent by differences in the nature and
characteristics of different sectors, as well as
different business environment in different years
covered in the study-
This is all but deductions from the actual
dividend pattern, and does not necessarily lead to the
conclusion that management consciously choose to
achieve such dividend patterns- In the next chapter we
will investigate into how the company management
consider what are the factors which affects companies




THE IMPORTANCE OF DIVIDEND
- A COMPARATIVE PERCEPTIONS STUDY
Introduction
In Chapter Two we discussed the different theories
put forward by various researchers to explain why
dividends are important and why dividends are
irrelevant- In Chapter Four the dividend pattern of
Hong Kong companies in the last ten years is examined
with a view of identifying at the aggregate level
whether there was any consistent pattern in dividend
payments- Though the findings suggest that dividend of
most companies did exhibit certain patterns which were
consistent with prevailing theories on coporate
dividend policies, we are not sure whether this is a
result of conscious choice of the management- In this
Chapter, we attempt to investigate further into the
issue by looking at how managemnet of listed companies
perceive the dividend
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policies of their companies and the factors which
affect the dividend decisions- This is then compared
with the investors perception of the importance of
dividend in their evaluation of ordinary shares as
investment targets-
In the next section the results of an interview
survey is presented- This is followed by a discussion
on the findings from a mailed questionnaire survey to
a sample of listed companies in Hong Kong. All the
findings are then compared and contrasted with the
views from the investors angle, which is obtained
through a questionnaire survey on a small sample of a
group of investors-
Interview Survey
Ten in-depth interviews were conducted with chief
executives of companies, security analysts, merchant
bankers and stockbrokers to collect their views on the
decision making process on dividends of local









Information collected from the interviews are
consolidated in the following under two categories
according to the. role of the interviewees- The
perception of the company executives are presented
first to show the views of those actually involved in
the decision making of dividends- The views of the
securities analysts, merchant bankers and stockbrokers
from their perspective as investors are then discussed
to highlight the outsiders' point of view-
(A) Views of Company Executives
Executives from four listed companies were
interviewed- In terms of shareholding of these
companies, two of them are Chinese family-owned
business, and the equities of the other two are mainly
held by international investors- By business sector,
two of the companies are in the Commerce Industry
sector, one in the Properties sector and the remaining
one in the Finance sector..
One executive interviewed is the Financial
Controller of a Chinese family-owned properties
company- According to the interviewee, as the majority
shareholder of the company holds over 70% of the
equities, he is indifferent as to whether the earnings
of the company are distributed in the form of dividend
or retained in the company-
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It was felt that the dividend policy of this type
of companies is generally conservative, with very low
payout ratios- They tend to follow the policy of
paying out at least as much in cash dividend per share
as was paid in the preceding year. These companies may
sometimes artificially keep steady growth in dividend
payout amount per share in order to promote public:
image..
If the majority shareholder has personal interest
in speculative trading in stocks, then he would, most
probably, manipulate dividend yield and share price so
as to make the stocks more appealing to the small
investors-
The extend to which the above generalization about
dividend decision of typical Chinese businesses
applies depends on the percentage of shareholding and
the fondness of share speculation of the majority
shareholder-
The second executive interviewed is the Accounting
Managress of another Chinese family-owned business-
Her views were basically in line with those of the
first interviewee- Her experience with the dividend
decision making process in the company was that it is
usually made by the Chairman with his sons,
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who are also members of the Board- The full Board is,
in most cases, merely the rubber stamp for the
recommedations made by the Chairman- The overall
dividend policy is apparently to keep the payout in
cash dividends as was paid in last year with the
objectives of satisfying the shareholders and of
promoting company image-
The third and fourth executives interviewed, who
come from companies with broad shareholder base, have
very different views- One of the them is the Financial
Accountant of one of the hongs 1, which has the
ownership of shares and management in the company
separated from each other- According to the
interviewee, normally recommendations on dividend
payment are made by the Finance Department after
reviewing all. relevant financial data.. The discrepancy
between the original dividend recommendations and the
final decision of the Board is almost always less than
10%_ The directors of the company, who are nominated
by the majority shareholders, do not attempt to
dictate decision for two reasons- First, a number of
well-experienced persons have been invited to sit on
the Board as non-executive directors to act as
1 Hongs refer to a number of large import/export
companies in Hong Kong which are established and
run by the Westerners-
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watchdogs for protecting the interests of minority
shareholders- Secnd, as substantial portion of stocks
is held by international institutions and funds, any
sign of mismanagement will turn these long-term
investors away-
on the whole, dividend policy of this hung is to
keep continuous and steady growth in dividend payout
amount with the objectives of meeting the expectation
of shareholders and of making the stocks more
attractive in the eyes of both institutional and small
investors-
The last company executive interviewed is a Senior
Vice-President of a major bank, which has its shares
largely held by institutional investors from the
South-east Asia_ According to the interviewee, the
issue of dividend is an important item in both the
five year strategic planning and annual operational
planning of the bank- Stable and steady growth in
profit and dividend payout over years is used as a
tool for promoting corporate image and attracting
customers and investors-
To sum up, all company executives interviewed
consider stable dividend-payout and steady growth
important features of their dividend policy to foster
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shareholders' satisfaction and company image- The
Chinese family-owned companies have more conservative
dividend policy and the decision-making process is
controlled by the Chairman or a few board members-
This contrasts with the companies with international
shareholder base, which have more formal
decision-making process and the issue of dividend is
ranked high in their long-term planning-
(B) Views of Investors/Outsiders
Six interviewees on the side of the investors were
included in the interview survey- By occupation, two
of them are merchant bankers, two are securities
analysts, and two are stockbrokers-
One of the merchant bankers interviewed, who is
specialized in arranging floatation of new companies,
classified stocks into yield stocks and growth stocks:
yield stocks are usually associated with both high
yield and payout ratio growth stocks need retained
earnings for development and growth, and so both yield
and payout ratio of growth stocks are low_
The interviewee emphasised that investors evaluate
stocks by the total package of growth and yield they
promise, and therefore should be indifferent to a high
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yield stock with little growth potential and a low
yield stock with high growth prospects-
For the merchant banks and issuing houses, a stock
is evaluated by the performance of the company over
the preceding few years, the trend of industry and the
market situation- Yield occupies a very low position
on the scale-
The Stock Exchanges also exert influence on
dividend decisions by indicating a desired level of
dividend yield for new issues- During the past two
years, there have been 11 new issues, out of which 10
issues have their yields clustered around an annual
rate of 10%_ This uniformity in dividend yield was
probably induced by the Stock Exchanges requirements-
The second merchant banker interviewed commented
that companies in certain business sectors, such as
finance and utilities, may have longer term planning
and forecast, thus enabling them to have more stable
dividend policy, whereas the others, such as
properties companies, are facing more volatile marke-
and business situation-
In the evaluation of- a stock, different persons
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may look at very different factors depending on their
motive behind stock dealing- Speculators may solely
rely on market information while long-term investors
will look at earnings and asset backing of the stocks
over a number of years. Dividend occupies a relatively
low position in the mind of speculators and investors
alike-
It was further pointed out that some forms of
distribution, other than cash payout, may be more
important to shareholders- For instance, issue of
bonus shares has the informational implication that
directors and management are confident on the earnings
prospects of the company-
Two interviewees come from Funds Management: one
of them a securities analyst of income funds and the
other a securities analyst of capital-gain funds-
According to the securities analyst of income
funds, the issue of dividend is important in the sense
that fund managers would not include in their
portfolio those stocks with very low payout ratios-
Furthermore, because of the provisions of the Trustee
Ordinance, management of trust funds may only invest
in securities which have continuous dividend payout
for at least five consecutive years- The Hongkong
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Land was quoted as an example in which the directors
of the company had to recommend a nominal payout of
one cent per share in the face of a hugh loss
substained by the company during the year 198 in
order to maintain the company's trustee status Among
the important factors in evaluating a stock, the
interviewee's ranking in descending order of
importance is: earnings of the company over years,
prospects of the industry, yield and price/earnings
ratio-
For the securities analyst of capital-gain funds,
a stock is evaluated chiefly by the growth prospects
of the company- Furthermore, instead of looking at
dividend payment itself, the informational content of
any change in dividend pattern is an important
consideration- Increases in dividend may imply that
the directors have confidence over the future earriing!s
and growth of the company-
The last two interviewees were drawn from the
stockbroking business- One is an experienced floor
trader- He asserted that long-term investors take
confidence in directors and management of the company
as one of the major factors in the evaluation of
stocks, as a large proportion of the companies in
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Hong Kong are one-man controlled or family-controlled-
On the other hand, short-term speculators rely on
market information only.
An Executive Director of an international
stockbroking firm, who is the last interviewee,
pointed out that dividend decision of a listed company
depends on a number of factors, such as, the business
sector of the company, cash flow of the company,
investment opportunities available, market
environment, etc_ However, he warned that dividend
payout should not be used in evaluating a stock, as
the majority shareholders of some companies may
manipulate the level of dividend in order to influencE
stock price and volume of trading of a stock so as to
increase speculation in that stock-
To sum up, contrasting to the findings from
interviews with company executives, most of the
interviewees on the investors' side, do not rate the
issue of dividend high in their evaluation of stocks-
Nevertheless, they do all agree that changes in
dividend pattern would convey important informational
content to the investors-
Major points of interest to the present study from
the interview survey is listed in the following:-
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(A) Company Executives
i It is important to maintain a steady dollar
amount of dividend per share-
ii The dollar amount of dividend per share should
rise steadily over time-
iii Stability in company dividend and profit can
promote corporate image to investors and other
outsiders-
iv Family owned businesses tend to have the
dividend decision made by the family members,
and the kind of dividend decision made depends
on the personality of the owners-
v Companies with well represented board of
directors usually have dividend decisions close
to the recommendations of the finance
department-
vi Shareholders's satisfaction is an important
consideration in the formulation of dividend
decisions by the companies-
viii Some companies majority-owned by Chinese have
low dividend payout ratio, because the owner is
not concerned with share price-
(B) Investors/Outsiders
i Shareholders evaluate stocks by the entire
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package of growth and yield, and are indifferent
to the division between the two-
Dividend and earning in a particular year is not
a good indicator, as they are subject to easy
manipulation by the directors-
Some directors may use dividend as one of theiii
tools for their own speculative trading in the
stock market-
Increases in dividend payout amount and bonusiv
issues convey important message to the investors
of directors confidence in the future propects
of the company
A number of factors other than shareholdersV
satisfaction influence dividend decisions,
including investment opportunities, cash flow
requirements, ease and the rate at which
external fund can be raised, etc--
The past performance of the company, the trendvi
of the industry and the market are the main
criteria in evaluating shares-
Some institutional factors may affect the
vii
dividend pattern of companies, e-g-the Trustee
ordinance which forbid pension funds to acquire
stocks with no dividend payout, the Stock




Survey of listed companies
To gather information on the management's
perception on dividend decisions with a boarder
coverage, a questionnaire survey was conducted with a
sample of 178 companies in Hong Kong_ The sample was
based on the official record of all listed companies
in Hong Kong maintained by the Kam Ngan Stock Exchange
with two adjustments: listed companies whose stocks
were being suspended trading on the local exchanges
were excluded, and for group companies, only the
holding companies were included-
The number of completed questionnaire returned was
28, which represented a response rate of 16%_ Judging
from the average response rate of mailed questionnaire
surveys of a similar nature, the response rate is
considered satisfactory- All completed and returned
questionnaires were valid and used in the following
analysis-
The distribution of respondent companies by








The shares of the sectors of finance, utilities,
properties, and commerce industry.at 11%, 4%, 25%
and 61% are roughly in proportion to their relative
shares in all listed companies in Hong Kong, thus
adding weights to the representativeness of the
sample-
The distribution of target dividend payout
percentage of the respondent companies is shown in
Table 5_1_ Of the 28 companies, 21 indicated that they
have a certain target dividend payout percentage,
compared with 7 which answered that they do not have
such a target percentage- For those which have target
ratios, the most commonly selected range is 51%- 60,
followed by 41%- 50% and 31%- 40%_ In fact, 76% of
the companies having target percentage fall in one of




target of paying out about half of the earnings in
dividends-
The questionnaire asked the respondents to
indicate the dividend payout policies of the
companies, and the findings are listed in Table 5-2-
It can be observed that 75% of the companies have the
policy of payout a level of dividend per share which
can be maintained in the future_ The next popular
policy was payout as least as much in cash dividend
per share as was paid in the preceding year, adopted
by 36% of the respondent companies- The high scores of
these two policies reflected the pre-occupation of
most companies to maintain a steady stream of dividend
payment per share-
The policy of payout about half of earnings in
dividend is adopted by about 25% of the companies,
which is consistent with the findings shown in Table
5-1- As the percentage is much lower than the top two
policies, it appears that although many companies have
target payout ratios, they are even more concerned
with maintaining a steady stream of dividend payment
per share-
52TABLE 5 .1
TARGET DIVIDEND PAYOUT PERCENTAGE
OF RESPONDENT COMPANIES
Range Distribution % in Sample
















Policies Answers z Finance Utilities Properties Comm. Ind.
1. Payout most earnings in 0 0
dividends
2. Retain most earnings 1 4 1
3. Payout about half of 7 25 I 6
earnings in dividends
4. Payout at least as much 10 36 1 4 5
in cash dividends per
share as was paid in the
preceding year
5. Payout a level of 21 75 2 b 13
dividend per share
which can be maintained
in the future
b 21 1 I 46. Maintain a yield
comparable to some




Respondents were asked to rank 12 factors on a
seven point scale to indicate the importance of each
of the factors in affecting the dividend decision of
the company, and the results are summarized in Table
5.3.1 There are five factors which have a mode value
of seven2, and these factors are:
a) your company's earnings in the past year,
b) the future earnings propects of your company,
c) your company's present and anticipated
liquidity needs,
d) your company's expected cash flow in the
coming year, and
e) your interest in meeting the needs and
expectation of shareholders-
The modal value of seven means that a relatively
large proportion of the respondents consider these
factors as very important in influencing in their
decisions on dividends- To get a more refined picture
of the relative positions of the factors, the mean
value can be used- The five factors with the highest
mean value are:
The statistics in Table 5_1 is compiled from the
raw data in Appendix 4-






Factors Mean Mode S_ D_ Ranking
I- Your company's earnings 5.1,E 7 1.75 6
in the past year
2_ Your company's earnings 3.74 4 1.70 10
over the past several
years
5.02 6 1_42 43_ The stability of your
company's earnings
4_ The future earnings 6..11 7 1-29, 1
prospects of your
company
6_07 7 1_44 2S_ Your company's present
and anticipated
liquidity needs
6_ Your company's expected 5-93 7 1.4.4 3
cash flows in the
coming year
7_ Your need to retain 475 5 1.72 8
earnings to pay off
debts
4_09 5 1_65 70_ Present investment
opportunities
4.29 3 1.50 99_ The asset growth of
your company in recent
year
5_36 7 1.63 510_ Your interest in
meeting the needs and
expectation of
shareholders
3_60 3,4 1_05 1111_ The dividend practices
of other companies
in your industries
1.33- 14 1 1.7'5 1212_ The dividend practices
of other listed companies
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Mean
1) Future earnings proper is 6.11
2) Present and anticipated
liquidity needs 6.07
3) Expected cash flow in the
5.93coming year
4) Stability of earnings 5.82
5) Needs and Expectation of
5.36shareholders
It can be seen that the needs and expectation of
shareholders ranked fifth among the most important
factors, and the concern for future earnings and cash
flow positions seem to outweigh the concern for
shareholders needs directly
It is interesting to note that the factors of
dividend practices of other companies in your-
industry and the dividend practices of other listed
companies were scored the lowest scores among all the
factors, at 3.68 and 3-14 respctively- This means that
the dividend practices of other companies are not
important considerations in making dividend decisions-
The range of standard deviations at 1-29 to 1-25
indicates that the answers do exhibit a certain degree
of central tendency
The respondents were also asked to ranked the
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importance of seven objectives in their making
dividend decisions for the company- Findings are shown
in Table 5.41_ Judging from the mean and mode
values, the objectives can be dichotomised into two
groups: very important objectives and moderately
important objectives- The very important objectives in
order of importance are ensuring growth (mean=6.00),
maintaining shareholders' satisfaction (5.93),
promoting corporate image (5.39), and achieving
desirable debt-equity ratio (5.21)_ The moderately
important objectives are stabilizing share price,
attracting additional equity funds, and increasing
share price-
The results indicate that the maintenance of
shareholders' satisfaction is not the most important
objective in making dividend dicisions_ Nevertheless,
its mean value is very close to that of the most
important factor and it is fair to say that the
maintenance of shareholders' satisfaction ranked
equally to the objective of ensuring growth as the
most important factors in making dividend decisions-
Major findings of the survey of listed companies
are summarized below:-
1 Statistics in Table 5.4 is complied from the raw
data in Appendix 5_
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1) Most companies have a certain target dividend
ratio-
2) The target ratios cluster around 50%-
3) Companies are generally more concerned with
maintaining a steady stream of dividend
payment per share than maintaining a steady
payment ratio-
4) Companies are most concerned with future
earnings, growth, cash positon than
shareholders satisfaction in making dividend
decision-
5) Though shareholders' satisfaction is not the
most important consideration, the factor
remains a very important factor to most
companies-
Survey of Individual Investors
A questionnaire survey of individual investors was
conducted to investigate the importance of dividend in
affecting investors' evaluation of a stock as an
investment target- As mentioned in Chapter Three, due
to resource limitations, the survey does not intend to
cover a sample representative of all investors- The
target respondents were students in the Three Year MBA




IN MAKING DIVIDEND DECISIONS
Target/Objective Mean Mode SD. Ranking
1. Maintaining/improving 5.93 7 1.25 2
shareholders'
satisfaction
4.86 4 1-51 52. Stabilizing share pric€
4.18 4 1.81 73. Increasing share price
4. Attracting additional 4.21 4 1.93 6
equity funds
5- Achieving/maintaining 5.21 7 1.72 4
desirable debt-equity
ratio
6.OO 7 1.16 16. Ensuring growth
7. Promoting corporate 5.39 6 1.57 3
image
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is believed that this group of well-educated
mid-management people do represent an important source
of influence on. stock trading activities, both as
investors themselves and as advisors to other
investors in the market- Therefore, their valuation of
the importance of dividends probably exerts
considerable influence on the market-
The response from the survey on individual
investors was quite satisfactory- Out of the 55
questionnaires distributed, 41 was completed and
returned, representing a response rate of 75%- Of the
returned questionnaires, there were 13 cases where the
respondents have not bought or sold ordinary shares
during the last five years, and these were excluded in
the subsequent analysis. The 2:3 respondents who have
bought and sold shares in the last five years, whose
data were aggregated and analysed, accounted for 51%
of the distributed questionnaires-
The basic characteristics of the respondents are
shown in Table 5.5. By occupation, the sample included
quite a wide range of professions, covering
Accountants, Bankers, Computer Professionals,
Economists, Engineers, Business Executives, Sales and
Teachers- In terms of years of working experience, the
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range covered was 4 years to 18 years, with 60% having
4 to 9 years of experience and 40% with experience
exceeding 10 years- The two characteristics show that,
althought the sample was selected from a small group
of investors, the spread in terms of occupation and
working age is quite wide
The distributions of the level of financial
commitment and the motive behind dealing in ordinary
shares of the respondents are shown in Table 5.5 C)
and D) It can be observed that 46% of the respondents
ranked themselves in the lowest class in terms of
financial commitment in the stock market, and over 80%
of the respondents fall into the lower half of the
scale- In terms of motive behind dealing in ordinary
shares, the overall distribution is more even, with
about half of the respondents having
investment-inclined motive, and the other half having
speculative-inclined motive- Though there is no
official statistics on the overall distribution of
investors in Hong Kong on these two dimensions to
verify, from a common sense approach it can be said
that the pattern of the sample is more or less in line
with what one would expect from the overall
distribution-
The questionnaire asked the respondents to rank
TABLE 5.5.
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the importance of nine factors individually in their
evaluation of ordinary shares on a seven point scale-
The findings are shown in Appendix 6 Table 5.6 shows
the basic statistics compiled from the data in the
Appendix- It can be observed that the factors having
the highest mean ranking are, in descending order,
future earning prospects, potential long term
appreciation, and potential short term appreciation-
The level of dividends and the stability of dividends
rank the lowest two in mean ranking- The relative
position in terms of mode value gives a similar
result- The standard deviations of the nine factors
ranges from 1.03 to 1.73, which reflect that the
ranking among different respondents exhibit fairly
strong central tendency in certain cases, e. g. in
level of dividends and confidence in directors,
and fairly diverse distribution in some other cases,
e.g. in "potential short term appreciation"
Since the standard deviations for both the level
of dividends and the stability of dividends are low,
it can be quite safely concluded that there is a
consistent pattern among the respondents to rank the
level of dividends and the stability of dividends the
least important factors among the nine factors listed-
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TABLE 5.6
IMPORTANCE OF INDIVIDUAL FACTORS
IN INVESTORS' EVALUATION OF ORDINARY SHAREC
Factors mean mode D.D. Ranking
92.86Level of dividends 1.03
8Stability of dividend 3.07 3




4.18 4 1.44 6prices
Potential short-term
appreciation 4.93 5 1.73
Potential long-term
appreciation 5.18 6 1.20
Market information 4.71 5 5







Thus we can conclude that for the respondents, as
well as the investors which they represent, earnings
and stock appreciation are the most important
considerations in their evaluation of ordinary shares,





In the previous Chapters we have presented the
findings from the interview survey, the two
questionnaire surveys, as well as the analysis of
dividend pattern of Hong Kong companies during the
past ten years based on published financial data and
economic statistics- In this Chapter we attempt to
make some conclusions from the findings- As the
research is intended to be an exploratory one in the
subject of dividend policies of local companies, no
attempt is made to make vigorous theorization from the
data.. However, the pattern of dividend and dividend
decisions identified do reflect the unique
characteristics of the Hong Kong finance market,
management philosophy, and investors preferences on
the issue of dividend- It is the believe of the
researchers that the very unique business environment
of Hong Kong, including the near perfect market
conditions and the short-term orientation of most
investors, makes dividend a somewhat different issue
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compared to the case in other countries-
Factors affecting Dividend Decisions
Findings from the interview survey and
questionnaire survey suggest that listed companies
take into consideration quite a large number of
factors in making the dividend decisions-
Shareholders' satisfaction is ranked quite high among
different factors by most companies, though it is
often not the number one factor This shows that many
of the local companies take dividend as one of the
active variables in the overall finance planning of
the companies-
Companies also take into account a number of other
factors in their dividend decisions, and the findings
indicate that future earning prospects and anticipated
liquidity needs are ranked most important by the
respondents- In this perspective, dividend is accorded
a slightly less important role in influencing the
dividend decision- However, it is inappropriate to
duduce from this that dividend is not an important
factor, or even to argue that it is a residue factor
in the overall finance planning
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The fact that companies, on the one hand attempt
to foster shareholders' satisfaction and corporate
image through an active dividend policies, and on the
other hand take priority considerations of other
factors including earning and growth prospects and
liquidity needs is not contradictory- In the business
world, reality dictates that many decisions has to
take into account many considerations some of which
may work in opposite directions- Is is not surprising
that the dividend decision shares this charateristics_
The results of the analysis in Chapter Four are in
line with the above findings- Companies are found to
artificially maintain a non-decreasing dividend
stream, even when profit was dropping- This is a
strong indication that shareholders and investors
interest is an important factor shaping the dividend
decisions- Another pattern observed is the inertia in
dividend change relative to profit change, which again
is a phenomenon showing that companies are very
concerned about maintaining a steady dividend payment
over time, obviously for fostering shareholders
satisfaction- On the other hand, there are also
indications that the dividend pattern correlates with
the trends of inflation and the overall economic
activity, indicating the influence of these other
factors on the dividend decisions-
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Therefore, it may be concluded from the findings
that the dividend decisions of Hong Kong companies are
affected by a number of factors, including
earning/growth prospects and liquidity needs, with
shareholders satisfaction as one of the most important
factors
Contrast of the Importance of Dividend
inthePerceptions ofManagementand InvestorS
Although shareholders satisfaction was not ranked
the most important factor in making dividend decisions
in the overall result of the surveys, its score is
very close to that of the most important factor- In
fact, a number of respondent gave point seven (very
important) for shareholders satisfaction as a factor
affecting dividend decisions- The answers given by the
two non-Chinese-family-owned companies also endorse
the point that dividend payment is used as a tool to
foster shareholders' satisfaction- Thus it may be
concluded that many of the companies in Hong Kong
consider shareholders' satisfaction a very important
factor in making dividend decisions-
The findings from the questionnaire and interview
survey of investors, as presented in Chapter Five,
provided an interesting contrast to the above
findings
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Most of the investors/outsiders interviewed consider
dividend an unimportant or even irrelevant issue in
their evaluation of stocks as investment targets, and
they argued that neither long term investors nor short
term speculators are interested in dividends The
results of the questionnaire survey confirmed their
statements- Among the nine factors which the
respondents were asked to rank in terms of their
importance in the investors' evaluation of a stock as
an investment target, the level of dividend and the
stability of dividend received the lowest grading-
This once again reflects that Hong Kong investors are
not very concerned with the level and stability of
dividend payments-
This discrepancy in the perceptions of the
importance of dividend between the management and
investors has very important implications- In order to
maintain a steady level of dividend for the purpose of
satisfying shareholders, some companies may have to
sacrifice some other objectives, eg some may have to
cut down investment activities or raise fund through
other more expensive means If investors are
indifferent to the manner in which dividends are paid,
then the companies would be incurring extra costs
which bring no benefits. Therefore, in the context of
Hong Kong companies and investors, it seems that a
better understanding of to what extent dividend
matters to the investors is essential to the companies
as this will help them in formulating the most
effective dividend policy and minimizing costs-
Limitations of the Study and
Rr?nnrnmpnti nn fnr futre Research
The present study suffers from a number of
limitations- First, due to the time and resource
limitations, the interview survey was confined to a
small sample of ten interviewees, though effort was
made to cover professionals of different background
and experience in the survey- The questionnaire survey
on investors suffer the same weakness of a small
sample- Therefore there are reservations in
generalising the findings from the sampe_
Nevertheless, the study is considered fruitful in
its attempt to explore into an area where few research
has been done before in Hong Kong, and in documenting
the basic characteristics on dividend policies in Hong
Kong companies-
Though investors are not interested in the level
and stability of dividend per se, the findings show
that there are evidence-that the informational
implications of dividend changes are closely observed
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by many investors- In fact, some of the interviewed
investors, who denounced the importance of dividend
per se in their evaluation of stocks, did admit the
importance of this informational content of dividend-
It would be interesting if further research could
be conducted to examine how the informational content




HANG SENG INDEX CONSTITUENT STOCKS
Name of Stock Sector Stock code
(Note)
Bank of East Asia Ltd- F 1
Hang Seng Bank Ltd. F t
3Hongkong Shanghai F
Banking Corporation
Jardine Securities Ltd F 4
5China Light Power Co- Ltd u
Hongkong Electric Holdings Ltd- u 6
7uHong Kong China Gas Co- Ltd-
Hong Kong Telephone Co- Ltd- u
u 9Hongkong Yaumati Ferry Co- Ltd
10Kowloon Motor Bus Co- (1933) Ltd u
11PCheung Kong (Holdings) Ltd
12PHenderson Land Development
Co- Ltd-
13PHongkong Land Co- Ltd-
14PHongkong Realty Trust Co- Ltd-
(A Shares)
15PHysan Development Ltd-
16PInternational City Holdings Ltd-
17PNew World Development Co- Ltd-
18PSun Hung Kai Properties Ltd-
19PTai Cheung Properties Ltd-
20CGreen Island Cement Co- Ltd-
21CHongkong Kowloon Wharf
Godown Co- Ltd.
22CHongkong Shanghai Hotels Ltd-
23CHutchison Whampoa Ltd-
24CJardine Matheson Holdings Ltd-
25cMiramar Hotel Investment Co-
Ltd.
26corient overseas (Holdings) Ltd-
27cStelux Holdings Ltd-
28cSwire Pacific Ltd- (A Shares)
29CWah Kwong Shipping Investment
Co- (HK) Ltd-
30CWheelock Marden Co- Ltd-
(A Shares)
31CWing On Co- Ltd-










SURVEY ON DIVIDEND POLICY OF LISTED COMPANIES
IN HONG KONG






2. Do you have a target percentage of earnings which you attempt to pay out
in the form of cash dividends?
Yes,







3«, Please indicate if one or more of the following correctly describe (s) the
dividend pay-out policies of your company:-
Pay out most earnings in dividends
Retain most earnings
Pay out about half of earnings in dividends
Pay out at least as much in cash dividends per share as was paid in
the preceding year
Pay out a level of dividends per share which can be maintained in the
future
Maintain a yield comparable to some other stocks which your company
selected as reference
Other policies (please specify]
4. Listed below are a number of factors which might influence the proportion
of earnings your company allocates to cash dividends paid on ordinary
shares. Please indicate how important each factor is to you in your
company's dividend decision by circling the appropriate number on the
one-through-seven scale. The number one indicates that the factor is not
at all important in your decision, and the number seven indicates that it
is very important.






a. Your company's earnings
in the past year
b. Your company's earnings
over the past several years
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
L 2 3 4 3 6 7
c. The stability of your company's
earnings
d. The future earnings prospects
of your company
e. Your company's present and
anticipated liquidity needs
f. Your company's expected cash
flows in the coming year
g. Your need to retain earnings
to pav off debts
h. Present investment opportunities
i. The asset growth of your company
in recent years
j. Your interest in meeting
the needs and expectations of
shareholders
k. The dividend practices of
other companies in your industry
1. The dividend practices of
other listed companies
m„ Other (please specify)
n. Other (please specify)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. Please indicate how important each of the following is as a








b. Stabilizing share price
c. Increasing share price





1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
g. Promoting corporate image
h« Other (please specify)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. Describe briefly how dividend decisions are made in your company, e.g„
who makes the initial proposal, who makes the final decision, what
information is examined before making the decision, etc.
7. Has there been any change in the dividend policy of your company during
the past ten years?
Yes No
If yes, please briefly describe the changes and the major reasons for the
changes
END OF QUESTIONNAIRE
Thank you very much for your time and effort in completing the
questionnaire.
If you would like to receive a copy of the results of this survey, please
provide your name and mailing address in the space below:—
Please use the enclosed envelope to return the questionnaire to:-
Mr. T. N. Law,
co Professor John L. Espy,
Division of Business Administration,
Graduate School,
The Chinese University of Hong Kong,
Shatin,
New Territories.
Thank you once again for your assistance.
APPENDIX C
SURVEY ON THE IMPORTANCE OF CASH DIVIDENDS ON ORDINARY SHARES
TO INDIVIDUAL INVESTORS
1. Your occupation
2. Years of working experience
3. Did you buy or sell ordinary shares of companies listed on the local
stock exchanges during the last five years?
Yes No
4. Please rank yourself in the following by circling the appropriate number
on the scale:-
a. Your level of fiancial commitment in the stock market
Very Minimal 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very Substantial





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Mainly for
speculation






a. Level of dividends
b. Stability of dividend
c. Past earnings record
d. Future earnings prospects
e. Stability of share prices
f. Potential short-term
appreciation of share prices
g. Potential long-term
appreciation of share prices
h. Market information
i. Confidence in directors
or management
j. Others (please specify)
END OF QUESTIONNAIRE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7





Factors 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1. Your company's earnings
in the past year
2. Your company's earnings
over the past several
vprc:
3. The stability of your
company's earnings
4_ The future earnings
prospects of your
company
5. Your company's present
and aritiriDated
iquidity needs
6_ Your company's expectec
cash flows in the
comiriQ year
7. Your need to retain
earnings to pay off
Hohtc
8- Present investment
oppor tun i t. ies
9_ The asset, growth of
your company in recent-
year
10_ Your interest in
meeting the needs and
expectation of
shareholders
11- The dividend practices
of other companies
in your companies
12. The dividend practices
of other listed companies
1 6 3 4 4 10
4 0 O O O TD c; J
11 1 3 13 9
1 14 8 14
1 1 1 4 5 16
11 5 9 12
2 1 3 5 8 3 6
2 1 1 6 7 6 5
1 1 8 7 6 5
1 4 2 7 4 10
6 7 7 3 2 o
8 1 8 5 4 2
APPENDIX E
TARGETOBJECTIVE TO ACCOMPLISH
IN MAKING DIVIDEND DECISIONS
RAW DATA




2. Stabilizing share price
•s Tnrrpac; i na h;nrp or i re
4. Attracting additional




6 Ensurinq gr owth
7. Promoting corporate
i maap
1 3 4 8 12
1 3 9 6 3 6
3 1 5 10 3 t
3 2 5 9 3 6
2 2 4 7 4 V
2 14 9 1C
1 3 4 3 9 o
APPENDIX F
IMPORTANCE OF INDIVIDUAL FACTORS


















1 12 7 6 2
3 7 8 6 3 J
O O 7 A Q O
1 3 3 7 8 t
4 5 9 4 4 2
4 3 3 6 5 7
1 1 6 7 10 3
3 7 10 5 2
1 3 3 15 5 J
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